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Fig. 1. Given clean line drawings, rough sketches or photographs of arbitrary resolution as input, our framework generates the corresponding vector line
drawings directly. As shown in (b), the framework models a virtual pen surrounded by a dynamic window (red boxes), which moves while drawing the strokes.
It learns to move around by scaling the window and sliding to an undrawn area for restarting the drawing (bottom example; sliding trajectory in blue arrow).
With our proposed stroke regularization mechanism, the framework is able to enlarge the window and draw long strokes for simplicity (top example).

Vector line art plays an important role in graphic design, however, it is
tedious to manually create. We introduce a general framework to produce
line drawings from a wide variety of images, by learning a mapping from
raster image space to vector image space. Our approach is based on a re-
current neural network that draws the lines one by one. A differentiable
rasterization module allows for training with only supervised raster data.
We use a dynamic window around a virtual pen while drawing lines, imple-
mented with a proposed aligned cropping and differentiable pasting modules.
Furthermore, we develop a stroke regularization loss that encourages the
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model to use fewer and longer strokes to simplify the resulting vector image.
Ablation studies and comparisons with existing methods corroborate the
efficiency of our approach which is able to generate visually better results
in less computation time, while generalizing better to a diversity of images
and applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Vector images play a fundamental role in graphic design given
that they can be rendered at arbitrary resolutions without loss of
information, and are widely used in engineering design [Egiazarian
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et al. 2020], 2D animation [Su et al. 2018], and 3D printing [Liu et al.
2017]. Instead of modifying the pixels directly, vector graphics are
built using basic shapes that are described with few parameters, e.g.,
control points of a bézier curve or vertices of a polygon. This allows
much more natural and flexible editing in comparison with raster
images, which are described by pixel values.

Line art is often represented using vector images, and in particular
parametrized curves, which can be directly generated with illustra-
tion software. However, many line drawings are generated as raster
images, such as scanned paper drawings, and it is necessary to con-
vert them to vector drawings. For clean line drawings, vectorization
approaches [Bessmeltsev and Solomon 2019; Favreau et al. 2016;
Noris et al. 2013; Stanko et al. 2020] can directly produce vector line
drawings. In most cases, it is not clean line drawings, but rough
sketches that need to be cleaned up and vectorized. Image-to-image
translation algorithms [Isola et al. 2017; Li et al. 2019; Simo-Serra
et al. 2018a] are able to generate clean line raster drawings, although
they require post-processing to convert the resulting line drawing
to a vector image. We propose a framework to directly convert arbi-
trary input images to clean line drawings, which is applicable to a
diversity of image types as shown in Fig. 1.

Our approach is based on a recurrent neural network that learns
a raster image to vector image mapping directly, while not requiring
vector images for training. We achieve this with a differentiable
rendering module, which is able to render line drawing raster im-
ages from a vector parametrization, and is amenable to integration
in an end-to-end training framework. To overcome the issue of
processing images of arbitrary resolution, which is a challenge for
most learning-based vector graphics generation algorithms [Huang
et al. 2019; Kim et al. 2018; Zheng et al. 2019], we propose modeling
a virtual pen using a dynamic window that updates its position
and size at every frame as shown in Fig. 1-(b). The model learns
to enlarge the window when moving the pen around and drawing
long strokes, while it shrinks the window when drawing fine details
without any direct supervision. Naive implementations of cropping
and pasting operations necessary for the window suffer either from
non-differentiability or quantization artifacts. We overcome both
issues by using an aligned cropping and differentiable pasting module
that both avoid discretization and allow for gradient propagation.
Another important aspect of vector images is that while many

different vector images can be rendered to the same raster image, in
general, we are interested in the simplest vector representation, that
is, the one with the fewest parameters. For line drawings, this con-
sists of representing a long stroke with a single parametrized curve
instead of multiple shorter curves. To integrate this concept into our
model, we propose a stroke regularization mechanism which encour-
ages the model to use the minimum vector parameters necessary to
represent a line drawing.
We evaluate for our approach through comprehensive ablation

studies, and comparisons with the existing methods on line drawing
vectorization, rough sketch simplification and photograph to line
drawing. These experiments demonstrate that our approach is able
to generate visually pleasing results while taking less computation
time, and generalizes better to different types of images 1 .

1The source code can be found at https://github.com/MarkMoHR/virtual_sketching.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
(1) A general framework for vector line drawing generation that

works with a wide variety of images, dependent exclusively
on raster training data.

(2) A dynamic windowmechanism that allows processing images
of arbitrary resolution and high complexity.

(3) Stroke regularization mechanism that controls the simplicity
of the output vector images.

(4) In depth comparison with existing approaches in a diversity
of tasks.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Vector Graphics Generation
There are two main lines of work on learning-based vector graphics
generation: data-driven or independent on vector training data.
A number of works on learning with vector training data have
been proposed in recent years, e.g., sketch reconstruction [Das et al.
2020; Graves 2013; Ha and Eck 2018], and image-based drawing
generation [Egiazarian et al. 2020; Song et al. 2018].While, in general,
it is more straightforward and easier to learn with direct vector
supervision, it is not always feasible to collect vector training data.
To avoid this issue, another line aims to get around the vector data.
They firstly transform the predicted vector parameters into raster
drawing images, and then optimize the model at raster level. The
transformation is achieved by using an external black-box rendering
simulator [Ganin et al. 2018; Mellor et al. 2019], or a differentiable
rendering module [Huang et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020; Nakano 2019;
Zheng et al. 2019].

Among works that do not require training vector data, Learning-
To-Paint [Huang et al. 2019] is the approach closest to our frame-
work, albeit with some noticeable differences. First, we adopt a
continuous stroke representation instead of a discrete one for more
natural stroke continuousness, and we use a virtual pen which can
avoid the redundant drawing problem in Learning-To-Paint. Second,
Learning-To-Paint is limited to a small fixed image size, while ours
handles images of arbitrary resolution.

2.2 Vectorization
Vectorization approaches can be divided into two lines: optimization-
based and learning-based approaches. Optimization-based algo-
rithms have been widely studied and are still under active devel-
opment [Bessmeltsev and Solomon 2019; Favreau et al. 2016; Noris
et al. 2013; Stanko et al. 2020]. Due to the high computational com-
plexity of the optimization process, these approaches take a long
time to generate the vector images. In contrast, our approach is
faster. Recently learning-based approaches have also been proposed
as an alternative. VectorNet [Kim et al. 2018] combines neural net-
works and optimization algorithms to segment the raster image into
a set of paths, and then uses the existing vectorization techniques,
e.g., Potrace, to vectorize each path. Guo et al. [2019] use neural
networks to subdivide the lines and reconstruct the topology for
each junction. Strokes are then traced by curve least-square fitting
method. The learning of both these works lies in the pixel level
rather than the vectorization stage. Thus, they require third-party
vectorization techniques in contrast to our work. Furthermore, both
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lines of works are designed for clean line drawings and have dif-
ficulties in sketches with rough textures. On the other hand, our
method can generalize to a wide variety of images.

2.3 Line Generation from Other Domains
Line drawings can also be generated from images in other domains,
such as rough sketches and photographs. For rough sketches (a.k.a.
sketch simplification or sketch clean-up), ClosureAware [Liu et al.
2015] and StrokeAggregator [Liu et al. 2018b] use vector images as
input and output the clean vector sketches. Models in [Simo-Serra
et al. 2018a,b, 2016; Xu et al. 2019] work with raster rough sketches
and output the clean ones in raster format. Line extraction from
photographs includes widely-known edge detection techniques [Xie
and Tu 2015], and GAN-based image translation methods such as
Photo-Sketching [Li et al. 2019]. All these approaches consist of
either vector to vector or pixel to pixel mappings. In contrast, our
approach is able to learn a pixel to vector mapping directly.

2.4 Image and Feature Sampling
In object detection and instance segmentation [Girshick 2015; He
et al. 2017], image or feature sampling based on the Region-of-
Interests (RoIs) with floating point number position and size is
fundamental. RoIPool proposed in [Girshick 2015] performs quanti-
zation for the RoIs twice to extract fixed-size feature maps. However,
this introduces misalignment and breaks the gradients. RoIWarp
proposed in [Dai et al. 2016] and RoIAlign in Mask R-CNN [He
et al. 2017] try to resolve these problems with RoIAlign performing
better in practice. RoIAlign subdivides each RoI into spatial bins and
performs bilinear feature interpolation within each bin to compute
the feature maps. This operation avoids quantization, and thus per-
mits gradient propagation. We employ this approach in our aligned
cropping operation that requires accurate alignment and our differ-
entiable pasting module that needs to preserve the gradients for the
position and window size.

3 LINE DRAWING GENERATION FRAMEWORK

3.1 Overview
Our approach is a general framework for vector line drawing gen-
eration given an arbitrary image as input. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
the framework is based on a recurrent neural network-based model
which predicts the drawing strokes step by step based from the
input image. It is designed with a dynamic window of a square that
moves around while drawing the lines. This window, with size,
a cursor & (i.e., the position), is able to move and scale after each
time step. There are two advantages of using a dynamic window.
First, it allows us to model images directly at full resolution, i.e., the
resolution of the input image, while avoiding the sharp increase in
training difficulty. Second, it enables our model to scale up to an arbi-
trary resolution even though the model is trained on low-resolution
images.

As shown in Fig. 2-(a), the recurrent model consists of four main
phases at each time step C :
(1) Aligned Cropping: given an image � with size,� and a same-

size canvas �C−1 as inputs, this module crops the patches according

to the current window (&C−1,,C−1) , and resamples them to images
of fixed size,A .
(2) Stroke Generation: taking the cropped patches as input, the

stroke generator (Fig. 2-(b)) predicts the parameters 0C of the next
stroke. The generator consists of a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) encoder which models the image-level information, and a
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) decoder which takes in the image
features and outputs the stroke parameters. The RNN decoder also
receives a latent vector from previous time step and passes along a
new latent vector to the next time step.
(3) Differentiable Rendering: a neural renderer is then employed

to approximate the stroke image (C based on the Bézier curve stroke
parameters @C derived from the predicted parameters 0C while being
fully differentiable. This enables raster-level supervision during an
end-to-end trainingwithout the requirement of paired vector images
that are not trivial to collect.

(4) Differentiable Pasting: the rendered stroke image in a fixed ren-
dering size,A is then pasted to the full-resolution canvas based on
cursor&C−1 and window size,C−1. This pasting process is done in a
differentiable manner, which enables the gradients to be propagated
to the &C−1 and,C−1.
Afterwards, a predicted indicator ?C is used to decide whether

a stroke is drawn or not. Each pasted stroke image to be drawn is
inserted into the canvas to form a full-resolution line drawing image
for the comparison with the target image.

3.2 Stroke Generation
3.2.1 Stroke Representation. In our framework, strokes are rep-
resented in a relative manner, i.e., continuous strokes, which is
similar to the stroke-3 format (ΔG,Δ~, ?) in Sketch-RNN [Ha and
Eck 2018], where (ΔG,Δ~) ∈ [−1, +1]2 is the offset of the next posi-
tion and ? ∈ [0, 1] is the pen state to control whether to lift the pen.
Given that such representation is limited to straight lines and fixed
line thickness, we augment it with an intermediate control point
(G2 , ~2 ) ∈ [−1, +1]2 to form a quadratic Bézier curve, and a width
factorF ∈ [0, 1] to provide varying thickness. We also add a scaling
factor ΔB ∈ [0, :] (: > 1) into the stroke representation which con-
trols the window size at each time step, allowing the model to learn
the best window size for different situations. In summary, the stroke
0C at time step C within a coordinate system [−1, +1] is formulated
as follows:

0C = (G2 , ~2 ,ΔG,Δ~,F,ΔB, ?)C , C = 1, 2, ...,) . (1)

A quadratic Bézier curve specified by three control points %0 =
(G0, ~0), %1 = (G1, ~1) and %2 = (G2, ~2) is formulated as:

�(g) = (1 − g)2%0 + 2(1 − g)g%1 + g2%2, g ∈ [0, 1] . (2)

Following the parameter design in [Huang et al. 2019], we define the
stroke parameters @C = (G0, ~0, G1, ~1, G2, ~2, A0, A2)C for a quadratic
Bézier curve based on 0C :

(G0, ~0)C = (0, 0), (G1, ~1)C = (G2 , ~2 )C , (G2, ~2)C = (ΔG,Δ~)C ,
(A0)C = FC−1 0=3 (A2)C = FC .

(3)
Here, the starting control point (G0, ~0) should always be exactly at
the middle of the dynamic window, (G1, ~1) and (G2, ~2) are derived
from the stroke 0C , and A0 and A2 denote the widths of %0 and %2.
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Fig. 2. Our framework generates the parametrized strokes step by step in a recurrent manner. It uses a dynamic window (dashed red boxes) around a virtual
pen to draw the strokes, and can both move and change the size of the window. (a) Four main modules at each time step: aligned cropping, stroke generation,
differentiable rendering and differentiable pasting. (b) Architecture of the stroke generation module. (c) Structural strokes predicted at each step; movement
only is illustrated by blue arrows during which no stroke is drawn on the canvas.

After pasting, the pen state ? is used to decide whether this stroke
is drawn or not.

Relative Moving and Scaling. At each time step, the virtual pen
along with the dynamic window moves to the ending position of
the predicted stroke. If it is not necessary for a stroke to be done,
e.g., sliding to a different part of the image, the model can choose
not to draw the stroke by setting the pen state to ?C = 0. We call this
“movement only”. Furthermore, the model can choose to change the
size of the dynamic window at each time step by setting ΔBC , which
allows enlarging or shrinking the window size. Given the cursor
movement Δ&C = (ΔG,Δ~)C ∈ [−1, +1]2 and scaling factor ΔBC , we
can define the dynamic window update rule as:

&̂C = Δ&C ×,C−1/2 +&C−1, &C = max(0,min(,� , &̂C )),

,̂C = ΔBC ×,C−1, ,C = max(,<8=,min(,� ,,̂C )),
(4)

where,� is the size of the input image and,<8= is the pre-defined
minimum value for the dynamic window size. Value clipping is used
to avoid potential out-of-bounds issues. In the experiments, we set
,<8= = 32 × 32, the initial values,0 = 128 × 128, &0 a random
position and : = 2 for ΔB . In fact, an endpoint is the junction of two
adjacent strokes belonging to two windows of different sizes, so its
width factor value used in the previous window should also update
to adapt to the next window at every time step. Please refer to the
supplemental materials for in-depth details.

Differentiable Pen State Binarizing. The pen state ? ∈ [0, 1] is
a continuous value during training, but is expected to be a dis-
crete binary value with 0 corresponding to movement only and
1 corresponding to drawing a stroke. Direct discretization with a
non-differentiable operation like argmax does not allow gradient
propagation. To address this problem, we adopt softargmax [Luvizon
et al. 2018] to approximate the argmax function while preserving

the gradients. This differentiable operation can be formulated as:

softargmax(G) =
∑
8

4VG8∑
9 4

VG 9
8 . (5)

Essentially, the softargmax operation outputs a continuous value
close to the discrete index value produced by argmax. In our case,
softargmax pushes pen state ? ∈ [0, 1] closer to 0 or 1 when applied
to a vector [1 − ?, ?] that has index values 0 and 1 only. We set
V = 10 in our experiments.

3.2.2 Stroke Generator. Figure 2-(b) shows the architecture of the
stroke generator, which consists of a CNN encoder and a RNN
decoder built with LSTM cells [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997].
The CNN encoder takes the patches cropped from the input image
and canvas as input. Due to the dynamic window-based design,
the model tends to get into a situation where the cropped patch
has been fully drawn, as shown in the case in Fig. 7. To facilitate
the learning of moving to an undrawn region outside the window,
we resize the entire image and canvas to,A = 128 × 128, i.e., the
same size as the cropped patches, and feed them to the generator
as additional global guidance that tells the model where undrawn
strokes may be.
The CNN encoder employs CoordConv [Liu et al. 2018a] at the

first layer, followed by convolution layers with instance normal-
ization [Ulyanov et al. 2016] and ReLU activation function. A fully
connected (FC) layer is then employed to project the image features
to image embedding IC . The RNN decoder takes IC and the previous
hidden state ℎC−1 as inputs and predicts the stroke parameters 0C ,
and a new hidden state ℎC .

3.3 Aligned Cropping and Differentiable Pasting
The cropping and pasting modules play important roles in the dy-
namic window-based framework. As illustrated in Fig. 2-(a), at time
step C , the cropping and pasting are done based on cursor &C−1 and
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Fig. 3. Different types of cropping and pasting operations. (a) The image
represented in a dashed grid is cropped by a window in black solid lines with
a cursor and window size that are not aligned with pixels. Naive cropping
operation with a quantized discrete window produces a misaligned patch
in the light blue area. In pasting phase, this area is padded with pixels
in white to form the pasted frame. (b) The aligned cropping works on a
window that is not necessarily aligned with pixels. It relies on RoIAlign
operation [He et al. 2017], which resamples the cropped patch into a fixed
size,A (2 × 2 in this example). (c) The differentiable pasting essentially has
a similar working mechanism to the aligned cropping operation except for
requiring a coordinate system change. Here the black solid lines indicate
the cropping window, and the dashed grid indicates the rendered patch to
be cropped. The pasted frame within the black solid lines is amenable to
differentiation. Dots in the bins indicate the sampling points for RoIAlign.
We omit dots in the other bins for brevity.

window size,C−1 both of which are floating values. Quantizing the
floating numbers (Fig. 3-(a)) is a straightforward way to perform
spatial cropping and pasting, but this could lead to two problems:
the window and the cropped or pasted patches may not be aligned,
and the gradients from the pasted canvas cannot be propagated to
&C−1 and,C−1.

To address the misalignment problem in the cropping phase, we
introduce an aligned cropping operator, which is able to cope with
the cursor and window size that are not necessarily aligned with
pixels. This operation is based on the RoIAlign module proposed
in [He et al. 2017]. As shown in Fig. 3-(b), this operation first subdi-
vides the window into spatial bins based on the window size,C−1
and resampling size,A = 128 × 128. Then, inside each bin, several
sampling points are set and their values are computed by bilinear
image interpolation. The average of these values is set to the final
value of each bin finally. Afterwards, cropped patches in a fixed size
,A are obtained without the need for quantization, and they are
spatially aligned with the window.
In the pasting phase, to guarantee alignment and enable gradi-

ents propagation to the cursor and window size, we introduce a
differentiable pasting module. As shown in Fig. 3, like the aligned
cropping, the differentiable pasting operation is based on bilinear
image interpolation. The main different between both modules is
that the 2D interpolations are under different coordinate systems,
which requires a coordinate system change. After performing the
coordinate change, the bilinear image interpolation operation under
continuous value space enables differentiation. We introduce details
of the coordinate system change in the supplemental materials.

3.4 Differentiable Rendering
The differentiable renderer is to render the 2D stroke raster image
from the 1D stroke vector parameters, which facilitates an end-to-
end training with a raster-level loss and avoids the requirement of
vector training images. To enable gradients to be propagated from
the rendered output to the stroke parameters, we follow a similar
approach to Learning-To-Paint [Huang et al. 2019] and use a neural
network to approximate the stroke image (C given the quadratic
Bézier curve parameters @C mentioned in §3.2.1. The neural renderer
has a similar architecture as the one in Learning-To-Paint. In our
experiments, the rendering window size is set to 128 × 128, which
is equal to the fixed image size,A in the stroke generator. Please
refer to the supplemental materials for more details about the neural
renderer.

4 TRAINING

4.1 Overall Loss Function
Our training loss function is made up of three components: (1) a
raster loss LA0B for visual supervision, (2) an out-of-bounds penalty
loss L>DC to avoid out-of-bounds issues of the stroke parameters
with relative moving and scaling, and (3) a stroke regularization
loss LA46 that can encourage the model to simplify the resulting
stroke vector images. The total loss is formulated as below:

LC>C0; = LA0B + _>DCL>DC + _A46LA46, (6)

where _>DC and _A46 are scalars.

4.2 Raster-level Supervision
The differentiable rendering module allows us to adopt a raster-level
loss for end-to-end training without the need for vector images. It
is straightforward to use an !1 or !2 loss to calculate the pixel-wise
difference between the target line drawing image and the rendered
output. However, our experiments in §5.5 show that they are not
suitable for our task because they focus largely on the local details
and this results in poor global completeness.
To this end, we seek for a raster loss which is able to guarantee

both details and completeness of line drawings. Inspired by the
study of perceptual similarity [Zhang et al. 2018], we employ the
perceptual difference [Johnson et al. 2016], a kind of structural loss,
as a raster-level loss. In particular, we use VGG-16 [Simonyan and
Zisserman 2015] as the perceptual model, and we fine-tune it on
a sketch dataset QuickDraw [Ha and Eck 2018] to make it more
sensitive to line drawings.

Given a rendered line drawing image ~̂ (the last canvas), a target
line drawing image ~, and a perceptual network q , we define q 9 (·)
as the activation map ∈ R� 9×� 9×,9 of layer 9 . The perceptual loss
of layer 9 can be defined as:

L 9
?4A2 =

1
� 9 × � 9 ×,9

q 9 (~̂) − q 9 (~)

1 . (7)

Loss Value Normalization. As a raster loss, we use a combination
of perceptual losses from a set of layers � . However, as loss values
from different layers can have different orders of magnitude, directly
summing the original loss values as in [Johnson et al. 2016] might
lead to an undesired imbalance of layers. Furthermore, a simple
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Fig. 4. Example of redundancy and incompactness. (a) The redundant
strokes (shown in the black box) are overlapped with the drawn ones. (b) Or-
ange dots indicate the endpoints of each stroke. The result is that a straight
line is divided into many short segments.

weighted summation is not practical because it is hard to decide the
best weights. To address this problem, we normalize the loss value
for each layer. Practically, we divide the loss value of layer 9 by the
mean loss calculated from all the previous training iterations, and
then obtain the normalized perceptual loss L 9

?4A2−=>A< . Finally, our
raster loss is computed as:

LA0B =
∑
9 ∈�

L 9
?4A2−=>A< . (8)

4.3 Out-of-Bounds Penalty
The stroke offset (ΔG,Δ~) and scaling factor ΔB can be theoretically
learnt from only the raster loss. However, we notice the out-of-
bounds issue caused by the relative moving and scaling, as men-
tioned in §3.2.1 and Eq. (4), should also be penalized in order to better
teach the model to predict the relative values inside the boundary.

Given the original values of cursor &̂C and window size ,̂C after
relative moving and scaling, and the clipping values &C and,C in
Eq. (4), we then define the out-of-bounds penalty loss for moving
factors by directly penalizing the out-of-bounds distance as:

L<>E8=6
>DC =

1
)

)∑
C=1

���&C − &̂C

��� . (9)

The penalty for the scaling factor is then formulated as the normal-
ized outer distance to the upper (,� ) and bottom (,<8=) bounds:

LD? = max(,̂C −,� , 0)/,� ,

L1>CC>< = max(,<8= − ,̂C , 0)/,<8=,

LB20;8=6
>DC =

1
)

)∑
C=1

(LD? + L1>CC><) .

(10)

The total out-of-bounds penalty L>DC is the combination of losses
for moving and scaling factors. That is, L>DC = L<>E8=6

>DC + LB20;8=6
>DC .

We show the effectiveness of this loss in the supplemental materials.

4.4 Stroke Regularization Mechanism
Any raster image can be rendered by different, yet visually equiv-
alent, vector images. While they may be visually equivalent, the
vector images can have varying degrees of complexity. Given that

128px 176px 278px224px

Fig. 5. Training examples for vectorization and rough sketch simplification.

our approach is trained with a raster loss, we need some mechanism
to encourage the vector representation to be as simple as possible,
otherwise redundant strokes may appear as shown in Fig. 4-(a), or
long strokes may be represented by many shorter strokes as in Fig. 4-
(b). In graphic design, both redundancy and incompactness increase
the difficulty of editing and we desire the simplest representation
of the vector images.

The higher the simplicity, the fewer vector parameters are neces-
sary to represent a line drawing. To this end, we introduce a stroke
regularization mechanism by restricting the number of strokes that
are related to the pen state ?C ∈ [0, 1] (1 for drawing and 0 for lift-
ing). The stroke regularization term is formulated as the proportion
of drawn strokes:

LA46 =
1
)

)∑
C=1

?C . (11)

This term is differentiable and added to the total loss functionLC>C0;

in Eq. (6) during end-to-end training.Whenminimizing the total loss,
ideally the model will learn to use fewer strokes while producing
a better line drawing simultaneously. As a result, the redundant
and incompact strokes can be avoided. As with most regularization
terms, weighting the stroke regularization term too strong can lead
the model to use an insufficient number of strokes and thus worse
results. We analyze the effect of this term in §5.6.

5 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our approach in a diversity of image-to-line drawing
tasks such as line drawing vectorization, rough sketch simplification,
and photograph to line drawing to show the generalness of our
approach.

5.1 Dataset and Implementation Details
Dataset. Ourmodel is able to process images of any resolution due

to our dynamic window-based framework. For training efficiency,
we train the model with low-resolution images, and then evaluate
its performance on higher resolution images. For the evaluation of
vectorization and rough sketch simplification, we use the Quick-
Draw [Ha and Eck 2018] dataset that contains vector stroke data, and
render them as raster images of varying resolutions from 128 px to
278 px as shown in the top row of Fig. 5. In the case of rough sketch
simplification, we utilize the pencil art generation and rough aug-
mentation techniques from [Simo-Serra et al. 2018a,b] to synthesize
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the corresponding rough sketches (bottom row in Fig. 5) from the
clean line drawings. We additionally evaluate for photograph to line
drawing task using the face image dataset CelebAMask-HQ [Lee
et al. 2020], where we can generate the facial sketches from the
annotated segmentation masks. The face images and sketches are
rendered at a resolution of 256 px.

We also collect separate test sets for quantitative evaluation. In the
case of vectorization and rough sketch simplification, we generate
examples from the test set ofQuickDraw. Raster images are rendered
at four sizes: 128, 256, 384 and 512. Such test sets can be used to eval-
uate the generalization ability on higher resolutions. For photograph
to line drawing task, we use the test split in CelebAMask-HQ.

Training Details. For vectorization task, we compute perceptual
loss at layers relu1_2, relu2_2, relu3_3 and relu5_1 (short for
∪(12, 22, 33, 51)) of the VGG-16 model. For rough sketch simplifi-
cation and photograph to line drawing, we adopt ∪(22, 33, 51) and
∪(22, 33, 42, 51), respectively. The loss weight _>DC in Eq. (6) is set
to 10. For the stroke regularization mechanism, we adopt a linearly
increasing loss weight _A46 instead of a constant value. We resize
the images using area interpolation when inputting the full image
to the CNN to provide global guidance. We train for 75:/90:/90:
iterations for the three tasks, respectively, with a batch size 20.
Optimization is done with Adam [Kingma and Ba 2014] using an
initial learning rate 1e-4. The maximum number of time steps of the
recurrent neural network during training is set to 48.

Testing Details. The testing is done step by step in a fully auto-
matic manner, with the cropping phase, the stroke generation, the
explicit rasterization and the pasting phase performed sequentially
at each step as in training. When evaluating on images of high reso-
lutions and complexity, we are able to theoretically use an infinite
number of strokes because our model learns to lift the pen with the
pen state. To avoid the prediction of unnecessary pen lifting after
the model finishes drawing early, we design an early-stop strategy.
Specifically, we set #A>D=3 rounds of drawing, each with a maxi-
mum number of strokes #BCA>:4 . In each round, the moving is done
automatically. When #1A40: continuous pen states corresponding
to lifting the pen (? = 0) are predicted, we end the round. After each
round, we randomly move the pen to slide the window to a distant
undrawn area, which is especially useful with high-resolution im-
ages. We do this by randomly moving the cursor to a position far
away from the drawn region. This strategy maximizes the complete-
ness of the resulting vectorization, and manual intervention, i.e.,
random movement, is performed only when the model cannot draw
anymore inside a round.
We set #1A40: = 12 for the three tasks. The values of #A>D=3 =

10/10/1 and #BCA>:4 = 500/96/100 are found to work well for vec-
torization, rough sketch simplification and photograph to line draw-
ing, respectively. For the vectorization task, we also design a method
to stop the drawing early, i.e., before reaching the maximum round.
Please refer to the supplemental materials for more details of this
method, as well as the datasets and the implementation.

Target image Output A Output B Output C

Chamfer distance: 3.966
Perceptual  score: 1.822

Chamfer distance: 43.734
Perceptual score: 0.966

Chamfer distance: 3.590
Perceptual  score: 0.252

Fig. 6. Examples to show how the quantitative evaluation metrics work.
Chamfer distances (↓) in 10−5 and perceptual scores (↓) in 10−2. For both
metrics, a lower value is better.

Drawing order

Input image Output vector drawing Stroke order Moving trajectory

A

B

Fig. 7. Results of moving. The last column shows the drawing order of the
strokes together with the trajectory of movement only that is not drawn in
the final output. The dashed red box represents a window without undrawn
pixel inside it. Black arrows indicate the moving direction.

5.2 Quantitative Evaluation Metrics
Our goal of quantitative evaluation is to measure the pixel-level
similarity between target line drawing image and rendered output.
This still remains an open problem as it is hard to define similarity
metrics which are fully consistent with human perception. Chamfer
distance [Fan et al. 2017] adopted in [Yan et al. 2020] is able to
measure sketch-to-sketch similarity effectively, however, we notice
some issues of this metrics. As highlighted in Fig. 6, output A has a
lower chamfer distance value than B, but the details in A are visually
worse.

From a rough inspection, we notice chamfer distance is more
sensitive to the completeness of the drawing, but not to fine-grained
details. However, fine-grained details play a fundamental role in
line drawings. We notice the perceptual score derived from the per-
ceptual loss in §4.2 is more sensitive to the details, and employ it as
another metric. As shown in Fig. 6, output A has a lower chamfer
distance corresponding to higher completeness, but a higher percep-
tual score corresponding to worse details compared with B. Output
C is visually more complete than B, so both chamfer distance and
perceptual score are lower.
Different from the perceptual loss during training (§4.2), there

is no history value to perform loss normalization during testing.
Therefore, we use only the middle layer relu3_3 in the VGG-16 to
calculate the perceptual score. For test sets with images of different
resolutions, we average the values.
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Input A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7

68 111 127 75 39 46 38

Fig. 8. Results of window scaling. Red boxes represent the windows. A1 to A7 are the sequential frames. Numbers on top right corner indicate the window size.
We can see in A1 to A3 how the model enlarges the dynamic window in order to find an undrawn area to move to it. A blue arrow highlights in A4 shows a
movement that does not draw a line.

5.3 Effectiveness of Moving and Scaling
Moving. Our model learns to move the virtual pen along with

the dynamic window around by breaking the continuous strokes
or sliding to an undrawn area with pen state ? = 0. Figure 7 shows
two representative examples. The top row demonstrates an easily
encountered case: the window moves to where no undrawn pixel
is inside. Next, it slides while not drawing from position A in the
upper right direction to position B containing undrawn pixels and
then the model restarts drawing. Bottom row shows a number of
necessary breakings among the isolated strokes.

Scaling. Despite the lack of ground-truth scaling values for direct
supervision, the model does learn some common and meaningful
rules as shown in Fig. 8. Most of the time, the model uses small win-
dows to draw fine details. However, when getting into the situation
where the window does not contain undrawn pixels (A1), the model
attempts to enlarge the window to find the undrawn pixels (A1-A3),
and slides there with a long stride simultaneously (A3-A4). After-
wards, the model shrinks the window quickly to restart drawing
(A5). These results imply that the model is capable of learning to
choose a reasonable window size to adapt to different situations.
We also compare our model with one that uses a fixed-size win-

dow. For a fair comparison, we use the same neural render with
rendering size set to 128 px, and set the fixed size to 128 px.Quantita-
tive results in Table 1 show that such a model (“Fixed” in “Window”
column) has worse performance for both metrics. We believe that
this is probably because the 128 px window size is too large for
this model to draw details well, after looking at the statistics of
window size for our model. Most windows used for drawing strokes
have sizes ranging from 30 px to 70 px at both low and high resolu-
tions. It seems like smaller windows can draw shorter strokes and
help to recover details. However, overusing small windows tends to
cause worse completeness, given that we allow only a finite num-
ber of strokes during training. This also explains why our model
learns to use a larger window for movement only. Visual results and
distributions of window sizes are in the supplemental materials.

5.4 Effectiveness of Differentiable Pasting
As discussed in §3.3, misaligned cropping and non-differentiable
pasting suffer from misalignment and non-differentiability. The
latter issue in pasting phase results in the loss of gradient with
respect to stroke position and scaling factor in the stroke parameters,
and is detrimental to end-to-end training. We thus mainly study the
effectiveness of differentiable pasting.

Input image Output (diff.) Output (non-diff.) Stroke order (non-diff.)

Drawing order

Fig. 9. Comparisons between differentiable (“diff.”) and non-differentiable
(“non-diff.”) pasting.

We compute statistics for the distributions of scaling factor val-
ues, and find that for both low and high resolutions, the model with
differentiable pasting predicts scaling factors concentrated in the
interval [0.8, 1.2]. However, without differentiable pasting, there
appears to be an abnormal distribution with peaks around 0.5 and
2.0. Visual results show the scaling values change alternately be-
tween ∼ 0.5 and ∼ 2.0, leading to severe jitter in the window size
rather than meaningful changes as in the differentiable-pasting-
based model. The abnormal scaling factors are due to the failure in
its learning without normal gradient propagation. Please refer to
the supplemental materials for the scaling value distributions and
visual results.

Figure 9 shows visual comparisons between differentiable and
non-differentiable pasting. We can see that the model with non-
differentiable pasting suffers from bad completion of line drawings,
and the stroke order shows the window fails to slide to undrawn pix-
els. Quantitative results in Table 1 are in line with the visual results,
showing a rapid deterioration in both metrics (“Non-diff.” in “Past-
ing” column), especially in chamfer distance which is more sensitive
to completeness.These results also indicate the misalignment, and in
particular, the gradient blocking caused by non-differentiable past-
ing prevent the model from learning to update the stroke position
well.

5.5 Ablation Study of Raster-level Loss
Other Raster Losses. We first compare the adopted perceptual loss

with a pixel-wise difference loss, and in particular, the !1 distance
(the !2 distance has similar performance). Figure 10 shows that
model with !1 loss draws only a small part of the sketches with
dense short strokes. This is probably due to the limited ability the
pixel-wise difference loss has when considering the overall structure
of the drawings. Significantly worse chamfer distance in Table 1 also
indicates the failure in completeness. We also study adversarial loss
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Table 1. Ablation studies. For fair comparisons, we change only one factor (in bold type) while remaining others the same as those of our model at last row.
Numbers in “Perceptual Layers” indicate the relu layers. Values of perceptual score are in e-2 and those of chamfer distance in e-3.

Raster Loss Pasting Window Loss Norm. Perceptual Layers Perceptual score(↓) Chamfer distance(↓)

!1!1!1 Diff. Scalable - - 13.616 249.050
Perceptual Non-diff. Scalable X ∪(12, 22, 33, 51) 6.064 60.723
Perceptual Diff. Fixed X ∪(12, 22, 33, 51) 1.938 4.598
Perceptual Diff. Scalable ××× ∪(12, 22, 33, 51) 1.789 2.597
Perceptual Diff. Scalable X ∪(33, 51)∪(33, 51)∪(33, 51) 1.513 2.995
Perceptual Diff. Scalable X ∪(12, 22)∪(12, 22)∪(12, 22) 1.399 3.242

Perceptual Diff. Scalable X ∪(12, 22, 33, 51) 1.053 1.577

Input image L1 Perc.12_22 Perc.33_51 Ours

Fig. 10. Comparisons of different raster losses. The numbers after “Perc.”
indicate the relu layer combination.

which is broadly used in image generation tasks with GAN [Good-
fellow et al. 2014]. However, we did not observe any significant
improvement.

Different Perceptual Layer Combinations. We use both shallow
(relu1_2 and relu2_2) and deep layers (relu3_3 and relu5_1) of
the VGG-16 model for the perceptual loss and evaluate their respec-
tive performance. Figure 10 shows that models with shallow layers
Perc.12_22 suffer from worse completeness, although they are
able to draw details well. Models based on deep layers Perc.33_51
draw complete sketches but lack in fine details. These results reflect
the different strengths of the different layers. In particular, shallow
layers focus mainly on low-level information, and are thus able to
recover the local details but have an issue of incomplete drawings.
On the contrary, deep layers primarily store high-level information,
so they benefit the global completeness but suffer from poor fine
details. Quantitative comparisons further confirm these, showing
a better perceptual score that is sensitive to details but a worse
chamfer distance that is sensitive to completeness with∪(12, 22)∪(12, 22)∪(12, 22), in
comparison to∪(33, 51)∪(33, 51)∪(33, 51). Our proposed approach is superior in both
metrics. This demonstrates that combining both shallow and deep
layers to form the perceptual loss can balance their performance
and have the advantages of both.

Loss Value Normalization. We notice from a rough observation
that loss values from deeper layers have higher orders of magnitude
(i.e., larger loss values). Hence, deeper layers play a more important
role in the perceptual loss without value normalization.Quantitative
evaluation in Table 1 shows that models without loss normalization
(“×××” in “Loss Norm.” column) perform worse than ours on both
metrics. These confirm that loss value normalization is necessary to
balance the abilities of different layers. Please refer to the supple-
mental materials for more results of the ablation studies.

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 0.0 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 0.1 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 0.2Input image (640px)

Drawing order

Fig. 11. Removal of redundant strokes by modifying the stroke regulariza-
tion term weight _A46 . Red strokes in the grayscale vector outputs represent
the redundant or overlap strokes.

Input image 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 0.0 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 0.05 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 0.2

Stroke number: 82
Average length: 15.67

Stroke number: 66
Average length: 18.70

Stroke number: 54
Average length: 22.41

Fig. 12. Improving stroke compactness with different stroke regulation
weights _A46 . Orange dots represent the endpoints of each stroke.

1.053 1.051 1.081
1.416

2.043

3.112

0.631 0.447 0.473 0.418

0.883

2.691

70.9

60.3
54.0

40.6

29.0

19.2

15.9
18.4 19.3

25.3

34.9

45.6

0.0 0.02 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0

Perceptual score (↓) Chamfer distance (↓) Average stroke number Average stroke length

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑔

Fig. 13. Quantitative evaluation of the stroke regularization with different
weights _A46 . We rescale the values for better visualization of the trends.

5.6 Stroke Regularization
Redundancy Removal. One function of the stroke regularization

mechanism is to avoid the redundant strokes because it forces the
model to use fewer strokes to draw while maintaining a similar
appearance. Figure 11 shows how a model without regularization
(_A46 = 0.0) produces a number of redundant strokes superimposed
onto the strokes already drawn. In contrast, redundant strokes can
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be largely avoided in a model with regularization. For instance, only
4 overlapped strokes (blue boxes) are produced in the model with
weight _A46 = 0.1 and no overlap with a larger weight _A46 = 0.2.

Compactness Improvement. Another function of the stroke reg-
ularization mechanism is to improve the compactness. Figure 12
shows as the stroke regularization weight _A46 increases, the model
draws the sketches with fewer but longer strokes while maintaining
reasonably high fidelity. For instance, the leftmost part (blue boxes)
of the bus consists of 4, 3 and 2 strokes for weights 0.0, 0.05 and 0.2,
respectively, resulting in a more compact representation.
Statistics in Fig. 13 also show a downward tendency in average

stroke number and an upward one in average stroke length as the
weight _A46 increases. When _A46 = 0.1, the average stroke number
is about 76% of that in a model without stroke regularization, while
the former model still maintains a comparable performance in quan-
titative evaluation without significant degradation. This confirms
that with stroke regularization mechanism, our model does learn to
use fewer vector strokes necessary to represent a line drawing.

Parameter Sensibility. From Fig. 13, when adding stroke regular-
ization with weight _A46 = 0.02, both perceptual score and chamfer
distance have a slight drop, and the model uses fewer (85%) strokes
to draw. This indicates that a small amount of stroke regularization
can improve both fidelity and simplicity. However, as described in
§4.4, it reduces the overall performance when imposing an excessive
constraint. Figure 13 shows that when _A46 > 0.2, the model uses
much fewer strokes to draw, but suffers a significant performance
degradation in quantitative measurements simultaneously. Please
refer to the supplemental materials for visual results.

5.7 Vectorization: Comparison with Existing Approaches
Evaluation Settings. We first compare with the learning-based

method Learning-To-Paint [Huang et al. 2019], which is closest to
our work. Since it works at a fixed resolution, we train different
models for different image sizes. We use the same hyperparameters
as the official implementation2 except for the number of strokes in
an action bundle, which is set 1 for stroke-by-stroke prediction as
ours. Comparison is made only onQuickDraw sketches because the
Learning-To-Paint training procedure does not seem to converge
on images of higher resolutions.
We then compare with two representative vectorization meth-

ods, Fidelity-vs-Simplicity [Favreau et al. 2016] and PolyVectoriza-
tion [Bessmeltsev and Solomon 2019], on real clean line drawings of
different high resolutions. For Fidelity-vs-Simplicity, we try two sets
of parameters 3 as in [Bessmeltsev and Solomon 2019] and select
the visually best results. For PolyVectorization, we use the default
parameters.

Qualitative Results. Comparison with Learning-To-Paint is shown
in Fig. 14. At a low resolution (128 px), Learning-To-Paint is able to
draw the sketch with a small stroke number (16). However, because

2https://github.com/megvii-research/ICCV2019-LearningToPaint
3A default parameter set: maxNumOpenCurves=0, minLengthOpenCurves=30, minRe-
gionSize=7. Another manually selected set: maxNumOpenCurves=30, minLengthOpen-
Curves=5, minRegionSize=3. Both use a ‘fidelity-simplicity’ weight of 0.5.

Input image Learning-To-Paint 
(Stroke number= 16)

Learning-To-Paint 
(Stroke number=48)

Ours

128px

256px

Fig. 14. Comparison with Learning-To-Paint [Huang et al. 2019].

of the discrete strokes it employs, the stroke continuousness is vi-
sually worse than ours with continuous strokes. Moreover, there
appear redundant drawings due to the lack of a sign for lifting pen.
When applied with a larger number of strokes (48) or a higher reso-
lution (256 px), it fails to reconstruct the sketches. This reflects its
limitation on higher resolutions and instability in modeling longer
sequences, likely due to using reinforcement learning.

Figure 15 shows the comparisons on clean line drawings. Fidelity-
vs-Simplicity easily produces connected strokes (green boxes), but
fails to draw isolated strokes (e.g., the eyebrows). The connected
strokes are caused by its region segmentation-based skeleton extrac-
tion algorithm, which tends to add a connected stroke between close
strokes for better subdividing of a large complex region. Further-
more, this algorithm is not sensitive to isolated strokes. PolyVector-
ization produces results with artifacts in regions with fine-grained
details and complex junctions (red boxes). The reason is that this
method mainly disambiguates X- and T-junctions by tracing the
pixel orientations with frame field, but is not robust to more complex
junctions with sharp turns or fine details. In contrast, our model
works better on both completeness and details. With the proposed
dynamic window, our model learns to find and slide to the un-
drawn area, and is thus able to draw the isolated strokes. Unlike the
optimization-based methods above, which fail in situations where
the pre-defined curve parameterization principles do not work, our
model learns to recover the undrawn pixels as best as it can, so that
the details can be guaranteed.

Computation Time. For all methods, we test the examples un-
der the same environment on a Windows PC with an Intel i7-8700
@ 3.2GHz CPU, 48GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070
GPU. For comparison, we show the running time of our model with
and without GPU. Table 2 shows that under the same environment
without GPU, our model is much faster than Fidelity-vs-Simplicity.
Compared with PolyVectorization, our approach takes comparable
computation time on low-resolution images while is faster on com-
plicated high-resolution images. When running with a GPU, our
method is even faster.

5.8 Other Applications
5.8.1 Rough Sketch Simplification.
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Input
Fidelity-vs-Simplicity
[Favreau et al. 2016]

PolyVectorization
[Bessmeltsev et al. 2019] Our results (vector) Stroke order

Drawing order

Dracolion (1024px)

Mouse (1024px)

Puppy (640px)

Kitten (780px)

Fig. 15. Comparisons with existing vectorization approaches on real clean line drawings. Our results are from model with stroke regularization of weight
_A46 = 0.02. More examples can be seen in supplemental materials.

Evaluation Settings. We compare with Learning-To-Paint [Huang
et al. 2019] on the fixed-resolution datasetQuickDrawwith synthetic
rough sketches. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing
work on rough sketch (with textured background) simplification
which outputs vector lines directly. Therefore, we combine the pixel-
level sketch simplification [Simo-Serra et al. 2018a] and a vectoriza-
tion method as a baseline. A vectorization approach is also applied
to rough sketches directly as another baseline. Here PolyVectoriza-
tion [Bessmeltsev and Solomon 2019] is employed because of its
better visual quality compared with Fidelity-vs-Simplicity [Favreau
et al. 2016]. We evaluate their performance on complex rough

sketches using both rough sketches synthesized from real clean
line drawings through pencil art generation technique [Simo-Serra
et al. 2018a], and rough sketches in the wild from a recent bench-
mark dataset [Yan et al. 2020].

For the quantitative evaluation on [Yan et al. 2020], we follow the
proposed protocol and use the best chamfer distance score among
all input variants compared to all ground truth cleanings for each
rough sketch. In contrast with vector approaches such as Fidelity-vs-
Simplicity and PolyVectorization that produce fixed stroke thickness,
our approach is able to output lines of varying width. Following
the evaluation protocol for the raster results from [Simo-Serra et al.
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Table 2. Computation time for different vectorization methods on real line
drawings. ‘F-vs-S’ denotes Fidelity-vs-Simplicity [Favreau et al. 2016] and
‘PolyVec’ PolyVectorization [Bessmeltsev and Solomon 2019].

Res. (px) F-vs-S PolyVec Ours (CPU) Ours (GPU)

Elephant 640 55s 17s 20s 11s
Puppy 640 70s 16s 20s 10s
Hippo 700 55s 12s 17s 9s
Penguin 720 96s 8s 11s 6s
Kitten 780 83s 22s 19s 10s

Banana Tree 872 97s 22s 21s 12s
Muten 1024 89s 39s 33s 21s
Mouse 1024 89s 61s 37s 23s

Dracolion 1024 75s 69s 46s 29s
Sheriff 1024 69s 47s 47s 29s

2018a], we use a morphological dilation operation for the ground
truth lines with a kernel size of 3 to match the thickness of our
rendered outputs in order to not have the varying widths penalize
the results.

Qualitative Results. On theQuickDraw dataset, Learning-To-Paint
does not seem to perform well at any resolution nor number of
strokes, which is similar to the results in the second row in Fig. 14
(see supplemental materials for the full results). This might be be-
cause Learning-To-Paint, which is originally designed for recon-
struction tasks, is not suitable to domain translation.

On complex rough sketches, PolyVectorization is sensitive to the
stroke intensity, as shown in Fig. 16. As strokes in synthetic rough
sketches are lightly drawn, PolyVectorization tends to have low
completion, and on sketch from the wild, it has an inclination to
miss thin and light strokes. This is due to its built-in thresholding
operation, which attempts to keep useful pixels but often discards
important pixels incorrectly. The pixel-level sketch simplification
method [Simo-Serra et al. 2018a] outputs simplified sketches with
smooth lines, but there also appear some artifacts, e.g., the redun-
dant parallel strokes (red boxes) resulting from the noise in rough
sketches, and some missing vital parts (eye of Bird, forehead of
Penguin and sleeve of Hand). Subsequent vectorization is required
to convert the pixel-wise images to vector images, but such artifacts
are repeated inevitably in the vector outputs. In contrast, our model
is able to produce comparable simplified results of vector format in
a single step given rough sketch images as input. Furthermore, it
gets rid of the noise to a large extent and distinguishes vital lines
even though they are in light color.

Quantitative Results. We compute the best chamfer distance for
each rough image and obtain an average value of 0.001696. Fig-
ure 17 shows the comparison with other approaches, which indi-
cates that our method obtains comparable performance to other
algorithms. Our approach is worse than MasteringSketching [Simo-
Serra et al. 2018a], because MasteringSketching is trained on real
rough sketches and thus tends to work better on most wild sketches
in the benchmark. Our model, which is trained on synthetic rough

sketches with textured background, works better than most vector-
ization approaches. We believe that training on a supervised dataset
of real sketches could likely improve performance.

5.8.2 Photograph to Line Drawing.

Evaluation Settings. We use the test set of CelebAMask-HQ [Lee
et al. 2020] dataset with images of 256 px resolution for evalua-
tion. We use Learning-To-Paint [Huang et al. 2019] as one of the
baselines. Similar to rough sketch simplification, we combine pixel-
level image translation method Photo-Sketching [Li et al. 2019]
and PolyVectorization [Bessmeltsev and Solomon 2019] as another
baseline.

Qualitative Results. Figure 18 shows the comparisons between the
baseline methods and our approach. Learning-To-Paint fails to draw
plausible sketches as in rough sketch simplification, which further
confirms that it has difficulty in the domain translation task. Photo-
Sketching has a good performance in the facial sketch generation
task, but it relies on additional vectorization techniques to obtain
vector results. In contrast, our approach generates comparable facial
sketches and more importantly, works with such domain translation
and vectorization simultaneously.

6 LIMITATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Our dynamic window-based framework learns to slide to an un-
drawn area, and thus is applicable to images of an arbitrary reso-
lution. However, it may still fail to reproduce all the lines in some
highly complicated cases. Figure 19 shows some strokes on the left
and bottom of the resulting vector line drawing are missing even
though the maximum stroke number is set to a considerably large
number of 5,000 (for reference, around 1,200 strokes are drawn for
Dracolion in Fig. 15). This is because when the CNN encoder down-
scales the complicated image for a global guidance, it might result in
the vanishing of thin lines. Athough we use the random movement
method during testing as mentioned in §5.1, the missing strokes
can be too small to be noticed. Therefore, resizing full-size images
directly and random movement can be seen as feasible but not op-
timal solutions to detecting undrawn thin lines globally. To better
capture global information and not necessitate random movements,
training with higher-resolution images, alternative encoding meth-
ods (e.g., pyramid views) with the global guidance, or a different
global guidance could be considered to address this problem.

Another limitation is that it is still difficult for our framework to
generalize well on complex rough sketches or photographs and it
may produce artifacts in the results. As an example, in Fig. 16, the
lines in the Penguin in our result are not as smooth as those from
Sketch Simplification, and in Fig. 18, the noses in our results are
connected with the eyebrows while they are clearly separated in
those from Photo-Sketching. The non-smoothness problem could be
addressed by using a curve refinement technique [Das et al. 2020] as
post-processing. In addition, the performances on both tasks could
be improved by combining the pixel-level sketch simplification or
image-to-sketch model and our approach in a single end-to-end
model, which may be a promising future direction.

Although the virtual pen-based approach is efficient when draw-
ing short and long strokes, it can perform less than satisfactory in
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Input
PolyVectorization

[Bessmeltsev et al. 2019]
Sketch Simplification (pixel) 

+ PolyVectorization Our results (vector) Stroke order

Drawing order

Penguin (640px)

Bird (384px)

Hand (433px)

Fig. 16. Comparisons with existing approaches on rough sketch simplification. The Bird and Penguin are synthetic rough sketches, while the Hand is
from a rough sketch benchmark dataset [Yan et al. 2020]. Small figures in the third column are the pixel-level outputs from the sketch simplification
method [Simo-Serra et al. 2018a].
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0.007

DelaunayTriangulation

FidelitySimplicity

MasteringSketching

PolyVector

PolyVector 
→StrokeAggregator

RealTimeInking

StrokeAggregator

TopologyDriven

TopologyDriven 
→StrokeAggregator

Ours

Fig. 17. Quantitative evaluation with chamfer distance (↓) on the rough
sketch benchmark [Yan et al. 2020].

Input
Learning-To-Paint

[Huang et al. 2019] Our results (vector) Stroke order

Drawing order
Photo-Sketching (pixel) 

+ PolyVectorization

Fig. 18. Comparisons with existing approaches on photograph to line draw-
ing. Small figures at third column are from Photo-Sketching [Li et al. 2019].
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Input image (1000px) Our result (vector)

Drawing order

Moving 
trajectory

Fig. 19. Limitation of our approach on a highly complicated example. Some
short strokes in the output are missing (red boxes) even when the maximum
number of strokes is set to 5,000.

some types of junctions. For instance, looking at the stroke order
for the Puppy in Fig. 15, there are some T-junctions (black boxes) in
which horizontal curves are not drawn together (from left to right
or the opposite). The reason is that our model is not intended for
recovery of topology or meaningful drawing order while vector-
izing line drawings. We think this could be an issue rather than a
limitation of our approach, because there is no general consensus
in drawing order (e.g., how squares are drawn in east-Asia vs. the
west). Furthermore, in reality different people have various ways of
drawing. Some artists prefer to draw the silhouette first and then fill
in the inner details with shorter segments, while others draw part
by part. While correct topology and specific drawing orders might
be beneficial for certain applications, post-processing, pre-defined
principles as prior or constraint information can be incorporated to
form a future extension of our approach.
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